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QUESTION 1

A custom module is performing an optimized custom query for quote items. The class applies the query customizations
on the select object of a quote item collection instance. 

You are tasked to resolve an issue where the query sometimes does not deliver the expected results. You have
debugged the problem and found another class is also using a quote item collection and is loading the collection before
the custom module. How do you resolve the issue, keeping maintainability in mind? 

A. You change the argument type to \Magento\Quote\Model\ResourceModel\Quote\Item\CollectionFactory and
instantiate the collection using $collectionFactory->create(); 

B. You remove the constructor argument and use ObjectManager::getInstance()- >create(\Magento\Quote
\Model\ResourceModel\Quote\Item\Collection::class) to instantiate the collection instead. 

C. You inject \Magento\Framework\DB\Select instead of the collection and perform the desired query independently of
the collection. 

D. You inject \Magento\Quote\Api\CartItemRepositoryInterface because low level query customizations are not allowed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are customizing the display of product details page. On this page ur customer need to change the url in which the
product category name will be appear as http://mystore.com/women/tops-women/helenahooded-fleece.html , Keeping
,maintainability in mind. 
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How to get product url with category? 

A. Admin -> Stores -> Configuration -> Catalog -> Catalog -> Search Engine Optimization - > "Use Categories Path for
Product URLs" set to "Yes" 

B. It is not possible to display Categories name on product url 

C. $product->setCategoryId($categoryId)->getProductUrl(); 

D. You Can Build category URL path \vendor\magento\module-catalog-url- rewrite\Model
\CategoryUrlPathGenerator.php 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two functions of a resource model? (Choose two.) 

A. It executes create, retrieve, update and delete actions for an entity 

B. It loads lists of entity models 

C. It is made available in the Magento API for the purpose of data manipulation 

D. It maps an entity to one or more database rows 

Correct Answer: AD 

https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/architecture/archi_perspectives/persist_layer.ht ml 

 

QUESTION 4

You have created a module to show manufacturer-list,Your customer need url as www.storeurl/ manufacturer which file
are mendatory to show correct url? 

A. Controller: /Manufacturer/Controller/Index/Index.php 

B. Block: /Manufacturer/Block/Index.php 

C. Layout: Manufacturer/view/frontend/layout/manufacturer_index_index.xml 

D. Templates:/Manufacturer/view/templates/content.phtml 

E. Layout: Manufacturer/view/frontend/layout/index_index.xml 

F. Layout: Manufacturer/view/frontend/layout/manufacturer.xml 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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QUESTION 5

A merchant is interested in setting different prices for the same products in different store scopes. 

What do you reply to this inquiry? 

A. The prices can only be scoped per website or globally 

B. The prices can be scoped per store 

C. The price scope can be set to store but this will lead to performance degradation of category pages 

D. The prices do not support scopes 

Correct Answer: A 
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